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In Our 20th Anniversary, We Bid a Fond 
Farewell to 21-Year-Old Kailyn

HomeNews
Fall 2019

Kailyn was born with joy in her heart. Diagnosed with Trisomy 
21—a chromosomal variance commonly known as Down 
syndrome—Kailyn has overcome difficulties with the help of her 
family and her friends at Almost Home Kids (AHK). Trisomy 21 
can present with other challenges, and Kailyn has struggled with 
her breathing—undergoing a tracheostomy early on to help her 
live a more comfortable life. 

Despite these complications, Kailyn’s life has been filled with 
happiness and friendship. She is fortunate to have a very loving 
family, with whom she spends most of her time. She and her 
brother, Kyle, love to go to the movies. 

Kailyn has been coming to Almost Home Kids in Naperville 
for over 15 years and is very comfortable with our team. Our 
mission at AHK is to build a bridge from hospital to home for 
children with medical complexities—amazing individuals like 
Kailyn, who light up the room with their warmth. 

Now a 21-year-old woman, Kailyn is aging out of our program. 
We think of it as a social graduation, leading to greater 
independence. AHK Director of Case Management, Layenie 
Grace, looks back fondly on Kailyn’s years with AHK. “She 
is one of our most beloved guests.” Kailyn’s family says the 
socialization and medical intervention she received from AHK 
helped her develop into the amazing woman she is today. 

Kailyn during a respite stay in June 2019

Kailyn with Christina, RN

\\ 

“Kailyn’s respite stays at AHK have 
been a godsend. Give AHK a try. As 
parents, it’s hard to take a break. 
With AHK, those breaks become 
possible.” 
Kim, Kailyn’s mom 

Layenie Grace agrees “For 20 years, we’ve worked to provide 
a life-changing support system for families needing our 
supportive services in the community. We remain dedicated  
to cultivating a welcoming community, connecting parents with 
the best resources. We are so grateful to our partners, along 
with our spirited and inspiring AHK graduates like Kailyn—whom 
we embrace as our extended family. We wish Kailyn and her 
family the best. While sad to see her leave, we couldn’t be more 
proud of her success!”
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Almost Home Kids recently hosted a day of education and 
support for a group of clinical staff and officers from Japan’s, 
The Shimizu Foundation leadership development program. 

The group visited Almost Home Kids during a week-long 
visit to the Chicago area, where they sought to expand their 
understanding and ability to provide services supporting  
people with disabilities in Japan. 

Dr. Kiyoshi Yamaki, a faculty member with the University 
of Illinois at Chicago’s Department of Disability and Human 
Development, assisted in arranging the visit to AHK after a 
previous student spoke highly of her experience shadowing 
at our Naperville and Chicago sites. 

“I thought it was a good opportunity to take the group to AHK,” 
Yamaki said, noting that a current student had shown interest 
 in services for children with complex health needs.

During the visit, the group toured AHK’s facilities, learning 
about programs and meeting with our staff.

“Before the visit, I thought AHK was a medical facility like a 
typical hospital,” Dr. Yosuke Tanabe said. “It is very new to  
me that AHK has been designed to bring children to their own 
home. Especially I feel it’s so nice that parents can practice  
using their child’s own medical [technology] during their stay 
and continue to use the same [technology] in their home.”

Dr. Hiromi Matsuda, a pediatrician who visited and shadowed 
doctors at AHK in 2018, said she was impressed by staff 
members’ ability to facilitate a home-like environment for 
children “by playing with them, holding them, and talking to 
them, just like their family members would do at home.” 

The Shimizu Foundation

Because there isn’t a similar facility in Japan, The Shimizu 
Foundation leadership group will use their experience to 
advocate for children and their families and educate  
community-based organizations and local governments  
across the country when they return. 

“In Japan, the system of community-based services for children 
with complex medical needs is underdeveloped,” Tanabe said, 
adding that he plans to share AHK as a “best practice” and 
increase awareness of the need for transitional facilities in his 
community. 

Dr. Matsuda said she’s already proposed that her organization 
develop a transitional program for children with complex health 
needs.  Almost Home Kids is thrilled to be part of this important 
international exchange of education and ideas.

“It was great to see such interest in our work by the team from 
Japan.” Remarked Dr. Peter Smith, AHK Medical Director for 
Chicago. “We were fortunate to hear of their visit through 
our ongoing collaboration with the University of Illinois’ LEND 
(Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related 
Disabilities) Program. We look forward to further work together.”

The Shimizu Foundation during their visit to Almost Home Kids

The Shimizu Foundation touring AHK

Our Impact
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Our Volunteers
Volunteers: In Their Own Words

Volunteer of the Quarter: Donna Poehls 
Chicago, Fall 2019

Donna Poehls has been consistently volunteering with our 
children at our Chicago location since 2015! She has dedicated 
more than 175+ hours to engaging the children in activities 
 to promote their development as well as their social comfort. 
Donna is very compassionate and is an expert at knowing just 
what the children need to feel comforted and loved. The 
clinical staff know that they can rely on Donna to come as 
scheduled each week, and they appreciate her being flexible 
and willing to spend a couple hours with a child who the staff  
feels will benefit from her kindness. That understanding is  
so important to our successful volunteer program. Donna’s 
selfless goal is to leave something behind with each child  

she volunteers with and she most certainly does that each  
and every time! We are thrilled to recognize Donna as our 
Volunteer of the Quarter for our Chicago location!

How and when did you come to be involved with 
Almost Home Kids? I started my volunteer role in 2016 after 
having seen an article written by the Community Outreach 
Coordinator at AHK reaching out for volunteers in the St. 
Clement Church bulletin.

Tell us about a typical day for you as a volunteer at 
AHK. The nurse pairs me with a child who needs one on one 
attention. If it’s a baby, I seem to put them to sleep. Ha! Often, 
I read to older children or play music. Both seem comforting.

What is the most enjoyable and rewarding aspect of 
your work at AHK? The belief that in some small way I have 
somehow expanded a child’s world.

Does your volunteer role give you the chance to use 
talents that you love sharing? Or to build new skills 
you’re glad to have? Being a parent, I feel I use the same 
skills to comfort and entertain the kids as I did my own. I’ve also 
learned to be very creative in finding new ways to have fun.

What keeps bringing you back as a volunteer and  
would you recommend AHK to friends as a good place 
to volunteer? I believe each child has a purpose. I’d like to 
believe I leave something behind to each child I’m with. Yes,  
I do tell my friends how rewarding it is.

Volunteer of the Quarter: Denise Trabilsy 
Naperville, Fall 2019

Our Community Outreach Coordinator Lisa Snow met 
Denise Trabilsy at Goodrich School (Woodridge) when  
Lisa presented to her Student Council group the mission of 
Almost Home Kids because she wanted them to learn about 
the children we care for and find a way to support them from 
their own young perspective. Lisa knew right away that  
Denise would one day join our Volunteer team because of her 
compassion and big heart! She has been a tremendous 
addition to our Volunteer team for the past year by coming in 
twice a week, and she has made a huge difference in the lives 
of the children. She always brings so much positivity to both 
the children and staff by being cheerful and having that ‘tell 
me what you need me to do’ attitude! She spoils our children 
with her TLC as well as keeping the staff cheerful with her 
delicious baked treats. You often can find Denise fixing or 
replacing batteries in the children’s toys to keep our sensory 
toys in great working order for the children.  We are thrilled 
to recognize Denise as our Volunteer of the Quarter for our 
Naperville location!

Donna Poehls, Chicago Volunteer of the Quarter
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(Denise Trabilsy continued)

How and when did you come to be involved with 
Almost Home Kids? I became involved with AHK about four 
years ago. Working at Goodrich School (Woodridge) as the 
Student Council Adviser, we decided to have a fundraiser for  
our around-the-corner neighbor, Almost Home Kids. From  
that point on I knew when I retired that AHK would be my  
place to volunteer.

Tell us about a typical day for you as a volunteer at AHK.    
A typical day is whatever the nurses need me to do. It could be 
anything from playing with or holding the kids to cleaning and 
changing out batteries in toys. Whatever they need me to do is 
my typical day!

What is the most enjoyable and rewarding aspect of your 
work at AHK? It is enjoyable and rewarding to finally start giving 
back in my community. As a full-time teacher and mom, it was 
difficult to find the time. Now my kids are older, I’m retired, and  
I have the time. Just being with the kids at AHK and watching  
the way the nurses take care of them makes my heart so happy.

Does your volunteer role give you the chance to use 
talents that you love sharing? Or to build new skills  
you’re glad to have? I’m not sure if it is a talent, but my hope 
is just being with the kids...talking, reading, playing, singing, and 
holding them is as enjoyable for them as it is for me.

What keeps bringing you back as a volunteer and would 
you recommend AHK to friends as a good place to 
volunteer? I would definitely recommend AHK as a great  
place for a volunteering opportunity. The feeling of “Welcome! 
We are so glad you’re here” is felt every time I walk through  
the door.

Denise Trabilsy, Naperville Volunteer of the Quarter 

Edwin with volunteer Dakota

Jesus with Mary Pat and volunteer Prameela

Noor with volunteer Margaret

Volunteers: In Their Own Words
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Largest gift in AHK’s 20-year history; brings he Harper Family 

Foundation’s total giving to nearly $750,000.

The Harper Family Foundation has committed transformational 
support to fully fund the Physical and Speech Therapy Program 
and the Child Life Program at Almost Home Kids for three years.  
AHK will enhance its supportive services to make a greater 
impact for families and children with medical complexities. 
AHK’s Physical and Speech Therapy Program brings therapies 
to children to remove any barriers to receiving services. Speech 
therapy is important as it helps maintain oral skills and develop 
communication abilities. Through the Child Life Program, AHK 
provides educational and emotional support for children, their 
families and their caregivers by fostering emotional, social and 
cognitive growth in the context of the child’s family, culture 
and development stage while building trusting relationships 
between the children and their families. In light of the Harper 
Family Foundation’s generous support for these programs,  
they will be renamed—Harper Family Foundation Child Life 
Program and Harper Family Foundation Physical and Speech 
Therapy Program.  

The Harper Family Foundation was founded by Charles M. 
Harper and his wife Joan “Josie” Harper to create a legacy of 
giving with their children and future generations of the Harper 
family. The foundation focuses on programs that directly  
impact people, enabling them to live healthy and productive 
lives. Today, the Harper Family Foundation provides multi-
generational service and impact in the communities in which 
the descendants of Charles and Josie live, including Illinois, 
Minnesota and Nebraska. Local trustees Bregan and John 
Herrold and future trustees Shannon and Matt McLinden are 
committed to family, to children’s healthcare and to wellness 
in general. Bregan has been involved with Almost Home Kids 
for over four years and has enthusiastically served on various 
fundraising committees (Co-Chairing our annual Tasting for 
a Cause) and is a member of AHK’s Board of Directors and 
President’s Council. Shannon recently joined AHK’s Medical 
Advisory Committee lending her experience as a neonatal 
intensive care unit (NICU) nurse at Comer Children’s Hospital. 

Please join us in celebrating this transformational gift from 
an amazing family.

Almost Home Kids Announces $580,000 
Gift from the Harper Family Foundation to 
Support Early Childhood Development

Bregan and John Herrold and Shannon and Matt McLinden of the Harper 

Family Foundation with AHK’s Development Director, Raeann Jackson

Bregan and Shannon with Levi

 “I have been inspired by Almost Home 
Kids since I went on my first tour in 
2014. I continue to be blown away by 
the work being done with families. 
They are empowered and prepared to 
care for their kids with complex 
medical needs, when they come home. 
To be able to partner with Almost 
Home Kids to support families during 
some of the most difficult times of 
their lives is extremely humbling.”  
Bregan Herrold 
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Plante Moran attendees at AHK’s “No Place Like Home” event

Accountants with a Heart for Kids 

It’s one thing to talk about how much a company cares; it’s 
another to show it. Through its Plante Moran Cares (PM Cares) 
program, the firm’s Chicago office has been actively involved 
with Almost Home Kids (AHK) for over a year and has truly 
demonstrated its “we care” attitude. 

Maureen (“Mo”) Salem, manager at PM and a member of 
AHK’s Young Associates Board, nominated AHK to become the 
Chicago office’s charitable beneficiary for the 2018–2019 
fiscal year. A committee of three, led by Derek Jarvis, designed 
a number of opportunities to fundraise creatively. They began 
with a summer fundraiser, which raised over $8,000! Then, 
last fall, six Plante Moran’ers who are also on AHK’s Young 
Associates Board worked with the PM Cares committee to host 
a supplies donation drive, bringing in more than $7,000!

Creativity, hard work, and heart go into PM Cares. Despite the 
start of another tax season, it didn’t keep the firm from helping 
others. PM hosted an internal silent auction, which featured 
unique experiences donated by partners such as sailboat 
rentals, vacation home stays, culinary treats, and more. Through 
this internal silent auction, PM raised almost $7,000. One of 
the fun auction items was a 10-person dinner hosted by a tax 
partner, which featured the Dutch tradition of Gourmetten. 
Gourmetten is a classic, intimate dining experience where 
each person has their own frying pan at the table and assorted 
meats, vegetables, and sauces. Needless to say, everyone had  
a great time for a great cause.

To close out the season, PM hosted Utah Jazz basketball player 
Georges Niang for a head-to-head in a Pop-A-Shot contest 
with six lucky contestants. Staff who made donations to AHK 
had the chance to compete with the 6’6” power forward. PM 
Cares raised an additional $1,500 that day, which brought the 
grand total to $16,500 for the year!    

In addition to internal corporate events, PM sponsored our “No 
Place Like Home” event in May 2019. Over 20 PMers attended 
the great event organized by AHK’s Young Associates Board. 
And the PM team doesn’t seem to be slowing down! 

Plante Moran is dedicated to giving back to the community, as 
community service and volunteering are embedded in its values 
and behaviors. Mo and Derek are truly wonderful ambassadors 
for our AHK mission.

The Pop-A-Shot contest was hosted by Georges Niang

Our Community
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Increase Your Impact by Switching to 
Monthly Giving  

Current Sustainer Donors: 

Renee and Tony Alberico

Kim and Dan Ault

Jennifer and Jason Badziak

Anita and Mark Berry

Anamika Das & Harit Bhatt

Richard Barrett and Donna 
Blessing

Tina and Mike Briggs

Laura Broucek

Laura and Jeff Brown

Angie and Brian Bybee

Susan Daley

Peggy and Jim Doyle

James Einhaus

Rosemary and Don Fry

Aurora and Russ Garcia

Yonhee and Mark Gordon

Anne Gorman

Elizabeth Green

Jim Green

Cindy Hall

Christine and Douglass 
Hochstetler

Raeann and Roosevelt Jackson

Carolyn and Joe Johnson

Jeanne and Steve Johnson

Paul Karch

Tim Koehler

Terese and Joe Krisch

Purvi & Ravi Lakhani

Lisa Lopez

Kim and Matt Mannion

Patty and Dan McHugh

Meghan and Casey Meyer

Eileen and Michael Moran

Betsy and Peter Nassos

Rita Nathanson

Colleen and Dan Neustadt

Denise and Mark Nora

Becky and Mike Olson

Ann O’Riordan

Laura and Christopher 
Petrungaro

Jennifer and James Philbrick

Cathy and Tom Schwertman

Monica & Veeral Sheth

MaryBeth and Bob Smith

Carol and Steven Steinfeld

Ann Sullivan

Niki & Nirav Thakkar

Holly B. Wood

Here are a few examples of how your monthly gift 
changes lives: 

$10: Your support helps to ensure daily essentials such as 
diapers, supplies and formula are always available for the 
children in our care.

$25: Safe, reliable transportation gives families one less thing 
to worry about. Your gift helps to provide gas cards, parking 
vouchers or public transit passes for those with no access to  
a motor vehicle.

$50: Therapy tools such as art and craft supplies, adaptive  
toys and sensory books allow children to express themselves 

The Brown Family, AHK Sustainer Donors

through art and play. Our Child Life Specialist and volunteers 
use these supplies as part of their interactions with the  
children in our care and their siblings.

$100: Adaptive equipment like positioning wedges, mats  
and chairs are vitally important to help provide the most 
comfortable positioning assistance to each child. Your gift 
helps us provide this much needed support.

Please help us sustain the lives of children by giving them 
the medical care and supplies that they desperately need. 
There are 3 easy ways:

1. Go to AlmostHomeKids.org/Sustainer to set up monthly
giving on a credit card

2. Go to AlmostHomeKids.org/Sustainer to set up monthly
giving automatically from your checking account (this option
saves us transactional fees)

3. Use your bank’s website to set up a monthly transaction
(this option saves us transactional fees)

Set it and forget it—but we won’t! You’ll receive periodic 
updates and a year-end summary to help with your taxes. The 
most important benefit is knowing that your contributions are 
improving the lives of amazing children. 

If you have any questions, please call Raeann Olsen-
Jackson, Director of Development at 312.282.7081 
or email at rjackson@almosthomekids.org
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The holidays are right around the corner, but every day is a 
work day at AHK because our clinical staff are working 365 
days a year! Support comes in many ways around the holidays. 
We are looking for people to volunteer to provide a hot 
Thanksgiving Day meal for our clinical staff who will be working 
at both sites that day, as well as on Christmas Day. The meal 
(for around 12 people) could be homemade, or it could be 
catered and delivered. Your donated meal would feed our staff 
and any parents who are onsite with their child celebrating the 
holiday, making it a special day for everyone. We do not have 
an oven, so cooking on site would not be an option. If you are 
willing to volunteer for either of these meals and make 
a working holiday special for our nurses and parents; 
please email our Community Outreach Coordinator Lisa 
Snow at lsnow@almosthomekids.org to make plans! 

NCL donated Thanksgiving meal 2018

Kayley and Michael donated Thanksgiving meal 2017

Knights of Columbus donated Christmas Eve meal 2018

Holiday Meals

High Tea courtesy of The Drake

Shop on AmazonSmile and make a 
difference for AHK
Did you know that you could make an impact for 

Almost Home Kids just by shopping on Amazon? 

Go to smile.amazon.com and select Almost Home 

Kids as your charity. Then .5% of every dollar you 

spend on Amazon will go to AHK!
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Commissioner Karen Tamley and Dr. Peter J. Smith with Debbie Grisko (AHK 

President & Executive Director) and Terri Danko (AHK Vice Chair)

Getting Involved with AHK
The Renaissance of AHK’s Signature Events

Our 20th anniversary year has brought forth new and exciting 
event experiences for guests throughout Chicagoland. This 
October marked the eighth annual Share the Care Ball, our 
signature Chicago affair benefitting Almost Home Kids Chicago 
which opened its doors in the fall of 2012. After a wildly 
successful seven years at The Drake Hotel, we celebrated a 
renaissance of the Share the Care Ball this October with an 
Italian theme at the Hotel InterContinental Magnificent Mile 
and thanks to the over 300 very generous attendees almost 
$275,000 of much needed funds were raised. The ornate 
setting and Italian themed entertainment and menu was on 
full display in the new venue, as renowned Charity Auctioneer 
Jim Miller worked his magic during the Live Auction. Steadfast 
partner and AHK supporter Ken Arlen served as both band 
leader and emcee, and Co-Chairs Jen Horsley and Theresa 
Danko and their committee ensured that the elegant spirit 
of the Italian renaissance permeated each guest’s experience 
as they were inspired by the heartwarming testimonials from 
parents Laura and Jeff Brown and awardees Dr. Peter J. Smith 
(Share the Care Champion) and Commissioner Karen Tamley 
(Share the Care Exemplar).  

Earlier in the summer the AHK Young Associates Board (YAB) 
raised almost $30,000 at its fifth annual “No Place Like 
Home” fundraiser, this year with fantastic views of the Chicago 
River at Porter Kitchen and Deck in the heart of the Loop. The 
YAB and their annual late spring cocktail events have grown 
leaps and bounds since their beginnings in 2011 and we look 
forward to continued evolution of this important community  
of young leaders.

The Summer Soiree began in 2013 as a cocktail party aboard 
the Columbia Yacht Club benefitting AHK Chicago, and over the 
years it has transformed into a wine industry favorite “Tasting 
for a Cause,” which this June featured Women in Wine with 
150 guests raising over $25,000. As we develop relationships 
with more partners in the wine industry in Chicago and beyond, 
this event continues to evolve and we look forward to another 
exciting renaissance in 2020!

Individuals and corporations in Naperville and its surrounding 
communities have continued to embrace our flagship home 
and community events since our inception in 1999. This year’s 
Naperville gala will be led by three veteran volunteers who have 
dedicated their time, talent and resources to Almost Home Kids 
in extraordinary ways. Yonhee Gordon, Kathy Wennerstrum 
and Bethany Keown will lead the charge at a new venue, the 
Hyatt Lodge in Oak Brook, on April 24, 2020. Save the date for 
the Almost Home Kids “Crosstown Classic,” a cocktail attire 
event celebrating the ever-present rivalry between Chicagoland 
baseball fans.

Almost Home Kids event history would not be complete without 
a nod to our impactful Golf Marathons and tournaments.  
Our eighth annual Golf Marathon occurred this past September 
with yet another breezy, sunny day at Zigfield Troy Par 3 Golf 
Course, raising more than $25,000 for Almost Home Kids. 
Several new golfers participated in this low-key day of hitting 
100 shots in search of the elusive hole in one. 2020 promises 
to be yet another stellar year for golfers who like to make a 
difference, as Almost Home Kids has been selected as the 
beneficiary of an annual golf tournament established by an 
esteemed group of local business executives.

YAB members at the “No Place Like Home” fundraiser

Szeghy’s Saints Golf Marathon team
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Giving Tuesday is December 3, 2019 

Any gift made online from 11/1 to 12/3 will be matched by Jet 
Brite Car Wash. 

Any gift of $175+ made online from 11/1 to 12/3 will be 
matched by The Coleman Foundation. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to double your impact! Please 
visit www.AlmostHomeKids.org/Give to donate.

Johnathan with his mom and brother Dillan

Lavar with volunteer Claire Levi with his mom and Alex, Child Life Specialist

Paige, RN, reviews her charts

Double Your Impact
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Children’s Supplies Wish List: 
(items must be new please)

• Baby wipes (unscented or for sensitive skin)

• Diapers sizes 1, 2, 3 and 4

• Unscented baby lotion & baby wash

• Bright Starts Zippy Zoo Activity Gym Mat

• Gender neutral bassinet

House Supplies Wish List:

• Paper towels

• Keurig 2.0 K-Cups

(for guests, parents, and nurses)

• High chair (new)

• Pack ‘n Play (new)

• AA, AAA and C size batteries

• iPads for children

• Fire TV Stick

Donations from the Bolingbrook Park District

Sarah from the Woodridge Park District

Annika dropping off donations from Simplex
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At Almost Home Kids our mission is to provide a bridge from hospital to home 

for children with medical complexities.
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